Poodle Club Of America, Inc.

Tuesday 04/17/18

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Mr. Rick Cox

179.5  5  AVERY’S DASH OF SALT CGC BN RN, PR 18370702. 04-09-15
By GCH Hartens Swagger Like Jagger CD CGC - Averys Just A Tease CD. Poodles (Standard).

182.0  6  SHIR-LEE NORALLE CRYSTAL BUTTERFLY RN CGC. PR 13487401. 08-28-09
By Ch Noralle's Champagne Toast UDX VER RE OA AXJ - Ch Shir-Lee's Butterfly Hugs. Poodles (Miniature).

186.5  7  LANCES’ UNDERCOVER AGENT RN JH WC. PR 19404601. 08-06-16
By Ch Lemere Silk Tie CD MH - Lace's Me Too Of Marsh & Glen CDX RE MH. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Dee & Paul Lance, Junction City, WI 544439200. Breeder: Dee & Paul Lance.

181.0  9  CH SAFRANNE'S DREAMS OF AN AUTUMN MIST CD PCD BN RN FDC NAJ NF CGC
By GCH Kallista's King Of Swing At Vantan's - Safranne's Quest For Silver. Poodles (Miniature).

192.5 10  HARMONY MTN PHOENIX TO PACIFIC BEACH "YAKI" TD DN CGCU TKN. PR 18143902. 12-31-14
By Harmony Mt Acer Vom Pawpaw - Mithril-Harmony Mtn Misty Hop SH. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Connie Kaplan, San Diego, CA 921092530. Breeder: Lori Horst.

11  SANEVAL SUMMERTIME FLYBOY. PR 18548804. 05-22-15
By Cedar River Top Gun Of Tudorose - Marsan's Summertime Blues. Poodles (Standard).

12  SANEVAL SUMMERTIME SPARKLE NA NAJ. PR 18548805. 05-22-15
By Cedar River Top Gun Of Tudorose - Marsan's Summertime Blues RN AX AXJ OF CGC. Poodles (Standard).

14  CH BARCLAY AUTUMN GLORY CD BN RA NAJ. PR 18086201. 11-13-14
By Zolotaya Pectoral Postrel - Barclay Starfire. Poodles (Miniature).
15 **AKAMAI GLORY'S PACIFIC OUTLAW BN RN CGCA**, PR 14958701. 12-22-10
   By Ch Violet Sky Above CD RA CGC - Ch Touche's Akamai Sun Glory CGC. Poodles (Standard).
   Owner: Charlene L Shelton, Sierra Vista, AZ 856508916. Breeder: Charlene L Shelton.

A 16 **CH SAFFRANES SILVER SAILS JUST A SPLASH**, PR 16327302. 07-07-12
   By GCH CH Kallistas King Of Swing St Vantans - Safrannes Quest For Silver. Poodles (Miniature).

AIS 17 **SAFFRANNE'S QUEST FOR A MIRACLE**, PR 18642404. 07-15-15

18 **GCH KAYLENS LUCK BE A LADY TONITE**, PR 17406402. 12-15-13
   By GCH Dacun Kaylen's He's A Heart Breaker - Ch Kaylen's I'm Still The One. Poodles (Standard).
   Owner: Kay Peiser & Shirley Malcolm & Joel Malcolm, Hawthorne, FL 326402242. Breeder: Virginia Davis & Key Peiser.

19 **ZIEGFELD ROCKET MAN PCD BN RN THD CGC TKN**, PR 18163702. 12-10-14
   By Ch Pomroth Rockstar - Ziegfeld Dinah. Poodles (Toy).

20 **TOPIARY LAST SPIKE**, PR 19430801. 12-14-14
   By Ch Kandansk Storm Warning - Topiary Arden. Poodles (Miniature).

21 **CH STARFLEET JEDI KNIGHT CD BN**, PR 18920401. 12-03-15
   By Ch Starfleet's Flashing Thunder - Ch Paradigm Starfleet Serenity MX MXJ MJB. Poodles (Standard).
   Owner: Cheryl & Steve Halling, Stewartville, MN 559760895. Breeder: Cheryl & Steve Halling.

22 **LIDOS MARQUIS CGCA RI BN**, PR 16496001. 09-07-12
   By Ferrari's California Red - Ch Lidos Chili Pepper. Poodles (Standard).
   Owner: Janet Sutherland, Jackson, CA 956429520. Breeder: Susie Osburn & Mark Lasiter.

23 **GCH SANDSTORM SUGAR SHAQ BN OA OAJ**, PR 17998603. 09-14-14
   By GCHS Sandstorm Shaq Attack CDX MX MXJ TDX VCD2 - GCHS Sandstorm X's In Texan UDX T2B TDX VCD2. Poodles (Miniature).
   Owner: Jerry Smith, Ft Worth, TX 761123978. Breeder: JoAnn Neal.

24 **SSS'S MY COUNTRY BOY ZEKE CGC OA OAJ**, PR 17959702. 09-12-14

25 **MACH SILVER SAILS JIB'S TILLERMAN TDX TDU MXB MJB XF T2B3**, PR 18507901. 05-22-15
   By Ch CT MACH3 Kallista's Silver Sails Aloft VCD4 - MACH Silver Princess Irena Vom Orechers Hof. Poodles (Miniature).

26 **WOOL'N WIND SPIRT OF A STORM**, PR 19089103. 02-21-16
   By GCH Alaman's Wanna Be Like Me - Wool 'N Wind Frolic On The Ebb Tide. Poodles (Standard).
   Owner: Rose-Marie Cabana, Spencer, MA 015622808. Breeder: Donna Grant.

27 **GCHS SANDSTORM SLAMMA JAMMA TD BN OA AXJ**, PR 17998601. 09-14-14
   By GCHS Sandstorm Shaq Attack CDX TD AX AXJ VCD2 - GCHS MACH Sandstorm X's In Texas UD T2B M XF VCD3. Poodles (Miniature).
   Owner: Joann Neal, Lubbock, TX 794031407. Breeder: Joann Neal.

A 28 **CH APPARITION DEAGRA FREE SPIRIT BN RN CGC TKN**, PR 17396901. 12-15-13
   By GCH Safari's Specter CD BN RA CGC - Peckerwood Karmasabitch At Deagra BN RN CGC. Poodles (Standard).

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class A.**
JUDGE: **Mr. Russell Hornfisher**

29 **ADELHEID’S LIVE WIRES CD BN GN RA MX MXJ XF T2B TKA CGC.** PR 18046002. 09-23-14
By GCH Adelheid’s Rip Van Winkle NA NAJ - Ch MACH Palman Adelheid’s Silverbrocade THD MX MXJ MJB. Poodles (Miniature).

30 **DANCINGCLOUD CAUTION TO THE WIND CD BN OA NAJ OAP OJP NA NJP NAP.** PR 15702102. 11-14-11
By Dancing Cloud Unique Matrix - Dancing Cloud Mystic Garden Sheena. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Deb Meaut, Beaufort, SC 299069454. Breeder: Margaret Beckman.

31 **REBELSTAR OPUS WINS THE SCENT CHALLENGE CD BN RE CGC.** PR 18745306. 10-15-15
By Rebelstar Gabriel Messenger From Above - Rebelstar Im A Dolce Kind Of Girl. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Thomas Harding & Judy Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.

188.5/1 32 **ALDAROBS IN THE ZONE CD BN RN MX MJB OF T2B THDA CGCA.** PR 13140604. 05-24-09
By Rudy Ruettiger - Thatcher Mooney. Poodles (Standard).

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class B.**

JUDGE: **Mr. Russell Hornfisher**

33 **SILVER WARRIOR WITH A DRAEGER UD GN VER JH NA NAJ CA DJ WC.** PR 15464802. 04-10-11
By GCH Moonvalley Master Sly Boots - Ch Dayspring Remedy All Ready. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Julie Kolberg, Spring Grove, VA 23881322. Breeder: Debbie Fetrill.

34 **CH LEMERLE SILK TIE MH, CD.** PR 11734303. 03-23-08
By Ch Blacktie Myles To Go - Ch Refinie Wild Idea At Ista. Poodles (Standard).

197.0/2 35 **GYPSY.** PAL253891. 09-25-08 Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Debra Bellm, Highland, IL 622494355. Breeder: . (Kim Berkley, Agent).

36 **TIARA WANT ALL THE WORLD TO SEE UDX OM2.** PR 17007604. 10-19-12
By Domtoten Entoni Hopkins - Alatiara Because. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Carol Brook, Sanford, FL 327718109. Breeder: Julie Borst Reed & Kirk Reed.

188.0 37 **NATALIE’S MIDNIGHT MIRAGE CDX BN GN CGC.** PR 18648701. 08-09-15
By Ch Aris’ Man In Black For Natalie - Ch Aris Overnight Sensation At Natalies. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Becky Rhew, Marion, IL 629597902. Breeder: Natalie Hefner & Beth Harris.

185.5 38 **NATALIE’S MAGGIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX.** PR 17794803. 05-14-14
By Ch Aris’ Man In Black For Natalie - Ch Aris Overnight Sensation At Natalies. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522. Breeder: Natalie Hetmer & Beth Harris.

39 **ISABELLE VICTORIA CDX GN BN NAJ.** PR 15464803. 04-10-11
By GCH Moonvalley Master Sly Boots - Ch Dayspring Remedy All Ready. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Julie & Fred Kolberg, Spring Grove, VA 23881322. Breeder: Debbie Fetrill.

196.0/3 40 **MACH DEMI’S GLITTER ROCKS MX MXJ UDX4 OMS.** PR 14841402. 10-11-10
By Birdpatch Rockabilly - Birdpatch Darby’s Redemption. Poodles (Standard).

192.0 41 **SANSU BRIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX11.** PR 14293902. 05-27-10
By Ch Avatar Jupiter - Ch Sansu Steals The Show UD. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522. Breeder: Sandra B McKinley.

198.0/1/H 42 **OTCH ADELHEID’S GARBANZO UDX3 OMS GN.** PR 15671201. 11-05-11
OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class A.

JUDGE: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

51 CH GLADYSTAR OBSIDIAN FLOWER CDX RA MX MXJ OF CGC TKA. PR 13010401. 05-06-09
By Ch Nightwind Paint It Black CD - Keweenaw Candle Bright MX MXJ. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: John Pittman, Saukville, WI 530801242. Breeder: John Pittman & Judy Seppala.

52 CON BRIO BREAKIN' THE RULES CDX RAE NAJ. PR 09708701. 01-11-07
Owner: Julie Arnold, Ballwin, MO 630215032. Breeder: Julie Arnold & Susie Osburn.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class B.

JUDGE: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

51 CH GLADYSTAR OBSIDIAN FLOWER CDX RA MX MXJ OF CGC TKA. PR 13010401. 05-06-09
By Ch Nightwind Paint It Black CD - Keweenaw Candle Bright MX MXJ. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: John Pittman, Saukville, WI 530801242. Breeder: John Pittman & Judy Seppala.

52 CON BRIO BREAKIN' THE RULES CDX RAE NAJ. PR 09708701. 01-11-07
Owner: Julie Arnold, Ballwin, MO 630215032. Breeder: Julie Arnold & Susie Osburn.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class A.

JUDGE: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

51 CH GLADYSTAR OBSIDIAN FLOWER CDX RA MX MXJ OF CGC TKA. PR 13010401. 05-06-09
By Ch Nightwind Paint It Black CD - Keweenaw Candle Bright MX MXJ. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: John Pittman, Saukville, WI 530801242. Breeder: John Pittman & Judy Seppala.

52 CON BRIO BREAKIN' THE RULES CDX RAE NAJ. PR 09708701. 01-11-07
Owner: Julie Arnold, Ballwin, MO 630215032. Breeder: Julie Arnold & Susie Osburn.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class B.

JUDGE: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

51 CH GLADYSTAR OBSIDIAN FLOWER CDX RA MX MXJ OF CGC TKA. PR 13010401. 05-06-09
By Ch Nightwind Paint It Black CD - Keweenaw Candle Bright MX MXJ. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: John Pittman, Saukville, WI 530801242. Breeder: John Pittman & Judy Seppala.

52 CON BRIO BREAKIN' THE RULES CDX RAE NAJ. PR 09708701. 01-11-07
Owner: Julie Arnold, Ballwin, MO 630215032. Breeder: Julie Arnold & Susie Osburn.
OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class A.

JUDGE: Mr. Rick Cox

189.5/1 53 HEAVENSENT A BUNDLE OF JOY AX AJP OFP. PR 10285302. 02-08-07
By Ch Magicstar Jubilation AX AXJ - Heavensent A Gift Of Love AX MXJ. Poodles (Standard).

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Mr. Rick Cox

195.5/3 6 SHIR-LEE NORALLE CRYSTAL BUTTERFLY RN CGC. PR 13487401. 08-28-09
By Ch Noralle's Champagne Toast UDX VER RE OA AXJ - Ch Shir-Lee's Butterfly Hugs. Poodles (Miniature).
OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Preferred Novice Class.
JUDGE: Mr. Rick Cox
Obedience Trial Classes. Graduate Novice Class.

Judge: Mr. Russell Hornfisher

31 Rebelstar Opus wins the Scent Challenge CD BN RE CGC. PR 18745306. 10-15-15
By Rebelstar Gabriel Mesenger From Above - Rebelstar Im A Dolce Kind Of Girl. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Thomas Harding & Judy Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.

Obedience Trial Classes. Preferred Open Class.

Judge: Mr. Russell Hornfisher

A 66 CH POSH’S DON’T MIND IF I DO PUTD CDX RAE. PR 10588104. 07-05-07
By Ch Paradigm Atlas Shrugged - Ch Posh's Justa Joy. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Claire Canderle, Saratoga, CA 950703563. Breeder: Kris Gomez.

196.0/1 67 Paragon's Curly Zip Drive CD JHU OA OAJ. PR 18237808. 02-03-15
By Ch Carlyn Song Of The South UD JHU AX AXJ - MACH Paragon's In The Express Lane UD SH SHU MXJ MJB. Poodles (Standard).

Obedience Trial Classes. Graduate Open Class.

Judge: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

189.5/1 37 Natalie's Midnight Mirage CDX BN GN CGC. PR 18648701. 08-09-15
By Ch Aris' Man In Black For Natalie - Ch Aris Overnight Sensation At Natalies. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Becky Rhew, Marion, IL 629597902. Breeder: Natalie Hefner & Beth Harris.

68 Refinne Take The London Blu Silk CD BN RAE2 AX MXJ OF SCN SIN. PR 14500704. 07-03-10
By Ch Refinne London Fog - Ch Degana Take It Onthe Run. Poodles (Standard).

69 CH Solid Gold Ice Angel CDX PCD BN GN RAE FDC MX MXJ MJP OFT2BSCNSINSENGCA TKN. PR 09496702. 09-26-06
By Ch Foxmore Hob Nob Houston - Solid Gold Where Rosemary Goes. Poodles (Toy).

Obedience Trial Classes. Preferred Utility Class.

Judge: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

A 66 CH POSH’S DON’T MIND IF I DO PUTD CDX RAE. PR 10588104. 07-05-07
By Ch Paradigm Atlas Shrugged - Ch Posh's Justa Joy. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Claire Canderle, Saratoga, CA 950703563. Breeder: Kris Gomez.

Obedience Trial Classes. Brace Competition (Obedience).

Judge: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

157.0/1 70 Rebelstar Angies Noir Drakkar VCD2 BN RAE TDX AXP AJP OFP. PR 08187908. 05-14-06
By Ch Jaset Durandal Start Me Up - Rebelstar's Signature Angie. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Thomas Harding & Judy Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.

187.0/1 71 Rebelstar's Amuseur Tre'Sor VCD2 BN GO RAE TDX AXP OFP. PR 08187808. 04-23-06
By Rebelstar Majestic Lookn Red - Rebelstar's Signature Angel. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Judy Harding & Tom Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.
OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Veterans Class (Obedience).

JUDGE: Mrs. Bonnie Hornfisher

138.0/2 70 REBELSTAR ANGIE'S NOIR DRAKKAR VCD2 BN RAE TDX AXP AJP OFP. PR 08187908. 05-14-06
By Ch Jaset Durandal Start Me Up - Rebelstar's Signature Angie. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Thomas Harding & Judy Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.

178.0/1 71 REBELSTAR'S AMUSEUR TRE'SOR VCD2 BN GO RAE TDX AXP OFP. PR 08187808. 04-23-06
By Rebelstar Majestic Lookn Red - Rebelstar's Signature Angel. Poodles (Standard).
Owner: Judy Harding & Tom Harding, Easton, MD 216012520. Breeder: Annette G Shepard.

A 72 MACH UNICORN'S RARE AND RADIANT MAIDEN "NEVERMORE" VCD2GNRETDXJHMXBMJGT2BNFTHDDA. PR 13541201. 07-31-09
By Unicorn's Dream Catcher - Unicorn's Bodacious Bonnie Macbeth. Poodles (Standard).

* These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the Star Dogs for the AKC Canine Health Foundation.